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Kirkwood–Buff theory of four and higher component mixtures
Myungshim Kang and Paul E. Smitha�

Department of Chemistry, 111 Willard Hall, Kansas State University, Manhattan,
Kansas 66506-3701, USA

�Received 17 April 2008; accepted 21 May 2008; published online 24 June 2008�

Explicit expressions are developed for the chemical potential derivatives, partial molar volumes, and
isothermal compressibility of solution mixtures involving four components at finite concentrations
using the Kirkwood–Buff theory of solutions. In addition, a general recursion relationship is
provided which can be used to generate the chemical potential derivatives for higher component
solutions. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2943318�

I. INTRODUCTION

Kirkwood–Buff �KB� theory is an exact theory of solu-
tions that relates properties of a solution mixture to radial
distribution functions �RDFs� between the different compo-
nents of the solution.1,2 KB theory has been widely used to
understand the basic properties of solutions,2–4 the effects of
additives on the solubility of solutes �from small hydrocar-
bons to proteins�5–11 and biomolecular equilibria,12–16 to in-
vestigate the local composition of solutions in the context of
preferential solvation,17,18 to study the effects of additives on
the surface tension of liquids,19,20 to interpret computer simu-
lation data,13,21,22 and to develop models for many of the
above effects.23

The central focus of KB theory are the KB integrals
�Gij� between the different species i and j in the solution
mixture,1

Gij = Gji = 4��
0

�

�gij
�VT�r� − 1�r2dr , �1�

where gij is the corresponding RDF and r is the intermolecu-
lar separation. The above RDFs are defined in a grand ca-
nonical ��VT� ensemble open to all species. Chemical po-
tential derivatives for closed or semiopen systems in terms of
the KB integrals and number densities ��i=ni /V� are then
obtained after suitable thermodynamic transformations.2,24

The KB integrals, together with the corresponding excess
coordination numbers, have provided a simple physical pic-
ture of changes in the local solution composition around each
species.4

Unfortunately, as the number of solution components �n�
increases and/or as one moves from open to semiopen to
closed ensembles, the resulting expressions become more
cumbersome and involve significant algebraic manipulation.4

Expressions for two component solutions were provided in
the original Kirkwood and Buff1 paper. Subsequently,
O’Connell25 presented a general matrix formulation of KB
theory, and Ben-Naim12 developed a method to simplify the
matrices involved for a general n component mixture.
O’Connell25 also developed expressions based on the direct

correlation function, as defined by the Ornstein–Zernike
equation, instead of the total correlation function. This also
makes KB theory highly compatible with integral equation
theories. However, the physical interpretation of integrals in-
volving the direct correlation function is more complicated
than that of the standard KB integral at normal solution den-
sities. Furthermore, the direct correlation function can only
be obtained from computer simulations after Fourier trans-
forming the original total correlation function.26

Of course, one could always use the general matrix for-
mulation of KB theory and solve numerically using values
for the RDFs or KB integrals provided by some other ap-
proach �theory or simulation�. However, this tends to obscure
the contribution from the different KB integrals and hinder
our understanding of specific effects. Therefore, it is often
desirable to use explicit expressions that involve combina-
tions of KB integrals and number densities. Explicit expres-
sions for three component solutions have been provided by
Ruckenstein and Shulgin �using an algebraic software�,27

Ben-Naim,4 and Smith.24 Ben-Naim12 also developed expres-
sions for some properties of four component systems, where
several of the components appear at infinite dilution. To our
knowledge, explicit expressions for chemical potential de-
rivatives in four or higher component systems have not ap-
peared for the case where all components are present at finite
concentrations. Here, we use some of the relationships pro-
vided previously by Hall in an alternative derivation of the
KB theory28 to generate expressions for four component so-
lutions. A general recursion relationship is then developed
for higher component mixtures.

II. THEORY

A. General approach

Hall rederived the KB theory using a different approach
to Kirkwood and Buff.28 In doing so Hall produced two pri-
mary equations from which many of the expressions required
here can be generated. However, his approach was still
somewhat involved. Here we present a simpler derivation of
the Hall equations. The first focuses on changes in the molar
concentration of any component. If we consider the species
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number densities �or molarities� in the grand canonical en-
semble to be functions of T and all the chemical potentials
���, then we can write

d ln �i = �
j=1

n � � ln �i

�� j
�

T,�k�j

d� j constant T , �2�

for any component i at constant T. Here, the summation is
over all n components of the solution. We note that all the
chemical potentials are independent thermodynamic vari-
ables in this open ensemble. The above derivatives can be
expressed in terms of KB integrals using the fact that1,2

� � ln �i

�� j
�

T,�k�j

= ���ij + Nij� , �3�

which is essentially the starting equation for the KB theory.
Here, �ij is the Kroenecker delta function, Nij =� jGij�Nji,
�=1 /RT, and R is the Gas constant. From the these two
equations one finds

d ln �i = ��
j=1

n

��ij + Nij�d� j constant T . �4�

The above expression is valid for changes in the concentra-
tion of any component in any multicomponent system and
any �thermodynamically reasonable� ensemble with T con-
stant. This is the equation derived by Hall, however, using a
much longer route.28 If one is interested in expressing solu-
tion compositions in terms of molalities �mi=�i /�1 to within
a conversion factor�, then using the fact that d ln mi

=d ln �i−d ln �1 one can write

d ln mi = ��
j=1

n

��ij + Nij − �1j − N1j�d� j constant T ,

�5�

which is also valid for any constant T ensemble. Clearly, in
doing so, we have labeled component 1 as the primary sol-
vent and, therefore, it is unique—as it is also experimentally.
The consequences of doing this will be discussed later.

In the traditional derivation of KB theory, the set of
equations presented in Eq. �4� are converted into matrix form
after taking derivatives with respect to ln � j with all �k�j

held constant.4 They can then be solved to obtain a series of
expressions involving the quantities

�� ��i

� ln Nj
�

T,V,Nk�j

= �� ��i

� ln � j
�

T,Nk�j

. �6�

These constant volume derivatives then have to be trans-
formed using a series of thermodynamic relationships into
the required and experimentally relevant derivatives at con-
stant P as defined by

�ij = �� ��i

� ln Nj
�

T,P,Nk�j

= �� ��i

� ln mj
�

T,P,mk�j

. �7�

This is clearly the most general approach. However, it has
long been recognized that the expressions obtained for
higher multicomponent systems �n�3� involve considerable
algebraic manipulation.4,27 In addition, a significant degree
of cancellation of terms in the expressions is often found but
not easily recognized in the matrix formulation.

Here, we will adopt a different route which we believe is
much simpler for mixtures with a large number of compo-
nents. Eliminating d�1 from Eq. �4� using the corresponding
Gibbs–Duhem �GD� relationship at constant T and P,

�
j=1

n

� jd� j =0, provides

d ln �i = ��
j=2

n

��ij + Nij

− mj��i1 + Ni1��d� j constant T,P . �8�

This can be used to obtain an expression for changes in the
molalities,

d ln mi = ��
j=2

n

��ij + Nij
+�d� j constant T,P , �9�

where Nij
+ =Nij +mj�1+N11−Ni1−Nj1� and i=2,n. The addi-

tional constraint of constant P arises from our use of the
corresponding GD expression. This is the equation provided
by Hall28 for changes in molal concentrations at constant T
and P. It also appears in the original KB paper without
derivation.1 The above set of equations can be written in a
general �n−1�� �n−1� matrix form for a mixture of n com-
ponents so that

	
1 + N22

+ N23
+ N24

+
¯ N2n

+

N32
+ 1 + N33

+

N42
+ 1 + N44

+

] �

Nn2
+ 1 + Nnn

+

	

�d�2

�d�3

�d�4

]

�d�n


 = 	
d ln m2

d ln m3

d ln m4

]

d ln mn


 . �10�

To continue we will choose our required ensemble and then take derivatives with respect to the molality of one component, in
this case ln mj, keeping T, P, and all other mk�j constant. This makes the resulting expressions less general than previous
approaches, but one can easily recover derivatives with respect to other species by a simple index change. One finds that
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1 + N22

+ N23
+ N24

+
¯ N2n

+

N32
+ 1 + N33

+

N42
+ 1 + N44

+

] �

Nn2
+ 1 + Nnn

+

	

�2j

�3j

�4j

]

�nj


 = 	
�2j

�3j

�4j

]

�nj


 or Dn� = d , �11�

where the matrix elements are given by D	�=�	�

+N�	+1���+1�
+ , the vector elements of �	 are given by ��	+1�j,

and the vector elements of d	 are given by ��	+1�j with 	,
�=1, n−1. Hence, we have a set of simultaneous equations
which can be solved to give the chemical potential deriva-
tives. Therefore,

� = Dn
−1d . �12�

One can express the inverse in terms of cofactors of the
original Dn matrix. The chemical potential derivatives are
then given by �ij =Dn

j−1,i−1 / �Dn�, for i , j�1 and where
Dn

j−1,i−1 is a cofactor of Dn. If the chemical potential deriva-
tive of species 1 is required, it can be obtained from the GD
equations

�1j = − �
k=2

n

mk�kj = − mj�
k=2

n

� jk, �13�

using the solutions to Eq. �11�. In the above expression j
=1, n, and m1=1.

There are several advantages of this approach. First, it
can be applied directly to any number of solution compo-
nents in any constant T and P ensemble. Therefore, we do
not have to transform the subsequent expressions from a con-
stant T and V to a constant T and P ensemble. Second, we
have eliminated the chemical potential of species 1 and
therefore the resulting set of equations and the corresponding
matrix is reduced. Third, the simplicity of the column vector
on the right-hand side of Eq. �12� indicates that each chemi-
cal potential derivative expression involves only one element
of the inverse matrix in the numerator, together with the
determinant of Dn in the denominator. This set of combined
factors greatly simplifies the resulting expressions.

In the previous sections, we have focused on derivatives
of the chemical potentials taken with respect to molality.
Derivatives with respect to mole fraction or molarity can be
obtained by noting that

d ln xi = d ln �i − �
j=1

n

xjd ln � j constant T �14�

and

d ln mi = d ln �i − d ln �1 constant T �15�

for any number of components at constant T. One could de-
velop Eq. �14� in terms of the KB integrals. However, it is
much easier, especially for closed systems, to convert the
molality based derivatives to mole fraction derivatives after

the former has been obtained. For closed systems these equa-
tions become

� � ln xi

� ln mj
�

T,P,mk�j

= �ij − xj , �16�

with

� � ln �i

� ln mj
�

T,P,mk�j

= �ij − � jV̄j , �17�

and therefore

� � ln �i

� ln xj
�

T,P,mk�j

=
�ij − � jV̄j

1 − xj
, �18�

for any number of components at constant T and P.
To determine the corresponding expressions for the par-

tial molar volumes �PMVs� in multicomponent systems, it is
sufficient to express the PMVs in terms of the chemical po-
tential derivatives. We will continue to treat species 1 as a
unique component. Starting with Eq. �4� for the differential
of the number density of species 1 and eliminating d�1 by
using the GD relationship at constant T and P, one finds

d ln �1 = − ��
j=2

n

mj�1 + N11 − Nj1�d� j constant T,P .

�19�

Obviously, there is a series of similar expressions depending
on the initial choice of i in Eq. �4�. Taking the derivative with
respect to ln mk while keeping T, P, and all other mj�k con-
stant provides for k�1,

�kV̄k = �
j=2

n

mj�1 + N11 − Nj1�� jk

= mk�
j=2

n

�1 + N11 − Nj1��kj , �20�

where the appropriate chemical potential derivatives are pro-
vided by Eq. �12�. If required, the PMV of species 1 can be
obtained from the fact that

�
j=1

n

� jV̄j = 1, �21�

for all mixtures.
Finally, if one starts from Eq. �4� and then takes deriva-

tives with respect to pressure with all mj and T constant, one
can show that for any component i,
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RT
T = �
j=1

n

��ij + Nij�V̄j = V̄i + �
j=1

n

NijV̄j , �22�

where 
T is the isothermal compressibility. This can be used
to derive an expression for the compressibility. If we chose
i=1 and then eliminated the PMV of species 1 by using Eq.
�21�, then

�1RT
T = �1 + N11� − �
j=2

n

�1 + N11 − Nj1�� jV̄j , �23�

which can be written as

�1RT
T = �1 + N11� − �
j=2

n

�1 + N11 − Nj1�

��
k=2

n

mk�1 + N11 − Nk1��kj , �24�

using the corresponding chemical potential derivatives.
Before leaving this section we note that the PMV of a

species can be considered to involve two contributions.2 The
first relates to the change in volume of the solution due to the
volume occupied by the additional molecule located at a
fixed position in the system. The second involves the ideal
contribution to the PMV which arises due to the fact that the
additional molecule will possess a momentum, correspond-
ing to the particular temperature, which contributes to the
pressure of the system when the molecule is released. Under
constant P conditions this gives rise to a change in volume
according to the compressibility of the solution. Therefore,
one can isolate the former change by writing

Vi = V̄i − RT
T. �25�

From Eq. �22� we obtain the relationship

�iVi = − N1i − �
j=2

n

�Nji − N1i��
k=2

n

mk�1 + N11 − Nk1��kj ,

�26�

which is now a better measure of the actual volume occupied
by each species in solution. Another interesting property of
solutions is the pseudochemical potential ����. The pseudo-
chemical potential plays an important role in solution theory
and is defined by the equation2

�i = �i
� + RT ln �i

3�i, �27�

where � is the thermal de Broglie wavelength. From this
equation it is quite easy to show that

�� ��i
�

� ln mj
�

T,P,mk�j

= �ij − ��ij − � jV̄j� , �28�

and also

�� ��i
�

� ln � j
�

T,P,mk�j

= �� ��i

� ln � j
�

T,P,mk�j

− 1, �29�

which completes our preliminary analysis.
Hence, we have a general set of Eqs. �12�, �20�, and �24�

which can be used to derive the KB expressions for the
chemical potential derivatives, PMVs, and compressibility of
any multicomponent mixture.

B. Four component mixtures

As an example of the current approach, we will generate
the expressions for a four component system where all com-
ponents appear at finite concentrations. To our knowledge the
explicit KB expressions for a four component system have
not been presented in the literature. Using the above ap-
proach we find

	�22

�32

�42

 = D4

−1	1

0

0

 , �30�

and where the inverse of D4 is given by

D4
−1 =

1

�D4� 	�1 + N33
+ ��1 + N44

+ � − N43
+ N34

+ N24
+ N43

+ − N23
+ �1 + N44

+ � N23
+ N34

+ − N24
+ �1 + N33

+ �
N34

+ N42
+ − N32

+ �1 + N44
+ � �1 + N22

+ ��1 + N44
+ � − N42

+ N24
+ N24

+ N23
+ − N34

+ �1 + N22
+ �

N32
+ N43

+ − N42
+ �1 + N33

+ � N23
+ N42

+ − N43
+ �1 + N22

+ � �1 + N22
+ ��1 + N33

+ � − N23
+ N32

+ 
 . �31�

Therefore, the expressions for the chemical potential deriva-
tives in a four component mixture are given by

�� ��2

� ln m2
�

T,P,m3,m4

=
�1 + N33

+ ��1 + N44
+ � − N43

+ N34
+

�D4�
,

�� ��3

� ln m2
�

T,P,m3,m4

= −
�1 + N44

+ �N32
+ − N34

+ N42
+

�D4�
,

�� ��4

� ln m2
�

T,P,m3,m4

= −
�1 + N33

+ �N42
+ − N43

+ N32
+

�D4�
, �32�

with

�D4� = �1 + N22
+ ��1 + N33

+ ��1 + N44
+ � − �1 + N22

+ �N34
+ N43

+

− �1 + N33
+ �N24

+ N42
+ − �1 + N44

+ �N23
+ N32

+

+ 2N23
+ N34

+ N42
+ , �33�
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and where we have also used the fact that �iNij
+ =� jNji

+ to
simplify the above determinant. The final derivatives ��12

and �11� can be obtained after application of the GD rela-
tionships

�� ��1

� ln m2
�

T,P,m3,m4

= − m2�22 − m3�32 − m4�42 �34�

and

�� ��1

� ln N1
�

T,P,N2,N3,N4

= − �12 − �13 − �14. �35�

Derivatives with respect to other species molalities �m3 and
m4� are obtained quite easily by either inspection, by noting
that mj� jk=mk�kj, or from the fact that

	�23

�33

�43

 = D4

−1	0

1

0

 and 	�24

�34

�44

 = D4

−1	0

0

1

 , �36�

which are also relatively simple to solve.

Application of Eq. �20� and the expressions found above
provides the following expressions for the PMVs in four
component mixtures,

�2V̄2 = m2�1 + N11 − N21��22 + m3�1 + N11 − N31��32

+ m4�1 + N11 − N41��42,

�3V̄3 = m2�1 + N11 − N21��23 + m3�1 + N11 − N31��33

+ m4�1 + N11 − N41��43,

�4V̄4 = m2�1 + N11 − N21��24 + m3�1 + N11 − N31��34

+ m4�1 + N11 − N41��44. �37�

The above expressions obey Eq. �21� as required. If neces-
sary, the PMV of 1 can then be obtained using Eq. �21�.
Finally, for the isothermal compressibility we obtain

�1RT
T = 1 + N11 − �1 + N11 − N21���1 + N11 − N21�m2�22 + �1 + N11 − N31�m3�32 + �1 + N11 − N41�m4�42�

− �1 + N11 − N31���1 + N11 − N21�m2�23 + �1 + N11 − N31�m3�33 + �1 + N11 − N41�m4�43�

− �1 + N11 − N41���1 + N11 − N21�m2�24 + �1 + N11 − N31�m3�34 + �1 + N11 − N41�m4�44� , �38�

which can be simplified to provide

�1RT
T = 1 + N11 − �1 + N11 − N21�2m2�22 − �1 + N11 − N31�2m3�33 − �1 + N11 − N41�2m4�44

− 2�1 + N11 − N21��1 + N11 − N31�m3�32 − 2�1 + N11 − N21��1 + N11 − N41�m4�42

− 2�1 + N11 − N41��1 + N11 − N31�m3�34. �39�

C. Three component mixtures

While three component systems had been studied
before,4,27 it is interesting and informative to compare the
limiting expressions provided here with those currently in
the literature, especially due to the different notations in-
volved. In addition, this will aid in the development of a
general recursive relationship for the derivatives. The limit-
ing forms are quite easy to obtain as we have Nij

+ →0 as
� j→0, and mi�ij =mj� ji→0 as �i→0 or � j→0. Therefore,
as m4 tends to zero, one obtains the derivatives for a ternary
system of 1, 2, and 3. The chemical potential derivatives are
then given by

�� ��2

� ln m2
�

T,P,m3

=
�1 + N33

+ �
�1 + N22

+ ��1 + N33
+ � − N23

+ N32
+ ,

�� ��3

� ln m2
�

T,P,m3

= −
N32

+

�1 + N22
+ ��1 + N33

+ � − N23
+ N32

+ . �40�

The corresponding PMV expressions reduce to

�2V̄2 = m2
�1 + N11 − N21��1 + N33

+ � − �1 + N11 − N31�N23
+

�1 + N22
+ ��1 + N33

+ � − N23
+ N32

+ ,

�3V̄3 = m3
�1 + N11 − N31��1 + N22

+ � − �1 + N11 − N21�N32
+

�1 + N22
+ ��1 + N33

+ � − N23
+ N32

+ ,

�41�

with a compressibility given by

�1RT
T = 1 + N11 − m2
�1 + N11 − N21�2�1 + N33

+ �
�1 + N22

+ ��1 + N33
+ � − N23

+ N32
+

+ 2m2
�1 + N11 − N21��1 + N11 − N31�N23

+

�1 + N22
+ ��1 + N33

+ � − N23
+ N32

+

− m3
�1 + N11 − N31�2�1 + N22

+ �
�1 + N22

+ ��1 + N33
+ � − N23

+ N32
+ . �42�
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D. Two component mixtures

Two component mixtures have clearly been studied be-
fore, but not using the present notation. After taking an ad-
ditional �3→0 limit, one finds that for the two component
case,

�� ��2

� ln m2
�

T,P,N1

=
1

1 + N22
+ �43�

and

�2V̄2 = m2
1 + N11 − N21

1 + N22
+ , �44�

with

�1RT
T = 1 + N11 − m2
�1 + N11 − N21�2

1 + N22
+ , �45�

which further reduces to the required compressibility equa-
tion when �2→0.

E. Open and semiopen systems

Traditionally, KB expressions for open and semiopen
systems have been derived starting from the fully closed sys-
tem results.29,30 This can be quite tedious. Recently, we sug-
gested starting from expressions for the fully open system
and transforming to the required ensemble in a stepwise
manner.24,31 This made the manipulations easier although
several steps were still required. However, it is clear from
Eqs. �4� and �5� that results for open and semiopen systems
become almost trivial. As an example we will derive an ex-
pression for the preferential binding parameter ��m3 /�m2�
for ternary mixtures in the T, �1, and �3 ensemble, where 1
is the primary solvent, 2 is the biomolecule of interest, and 3
is an additive. Starting from Eq. �5� one immediately finds

� � ln m2

��2
�

T,�1,�3

= ��1 + N22 − N12� �46�

and

� � ln m3

��2
�

T,�1,�3

= ��N32 − N12� , �47�

which can be solved to yield

� �m3

�m2
�

T,�1,�3

=
N23 − m3N21

1 + N22 − N12
, �48�

and is in agreement with previous results.24 It is clear from
Eq. �5� that the same expression is obtained if we have any
number of additional components at a constant chemical po-
tential.

Alternatively, one can start from Eq. �9� to obtain an
expression for the equivalent property in the T, P, and �3

ensemble. Hence,

�1 + N22
+ ��� ��2

� ln m2
�

T,P,�3

= 1 �49�

and

N32
+ �� ��2

� ln m2
�

T,P,�3

= � � ln m3

� ln m2
�

T,P,�3

, �50�

which can be solved quite easily to give

� �m3

�m2
�

T,P,�3

=
N23

+

1 + N22
+ , �51�

and is also in agreement with previous results.24 Again, the
same expression is valid in the presence of any number of
additional species as long as their chemical potentials remain
constant.

F. A general recursion relationship for the chemical
potential derivatives

Analysis of the chemical potential derivatives for two,
three, and four component systems enables a general recur-
sion relationship to be established. It is clear that the denomi-
nator will always contain the determinant �Dn� for a general n
component system. If we focus on the expressions in the
numerator, one immediately observes that the numerator of
�ii is just the determinant of the D matrix for the correspond-
ing n−1 system in which component i has been eliminated.
Hence, we have

�nn
n =

�Dn−1�
�Dn�

, �52�

where the superscript indicates a derivative defined in an n
component system. A simple change in indices provides
equivalent expressions for any �ii

n where i�1. The numera-
tors of the other derivatives ��nj,j�1, or n� also follow a
simple pattern. The chemical potential derivatives for the nth
component obey the recursive relationship

�nj
n = −

�Dn−1�
�Dn� �

k=2

n−1

�kj
n−1Nnk

+ = − �nn
n �

k=2

n−1

�kj
n−1Nnk

+ , �53�

which is just a factorization of the Dn matrix that one ob-
serves due to the relative simplicity of Eq. �12�. Expressions
for the �ij derivatives where i� j�1 can then be found by
inspection.

G. Five component systems

Using the recursion relationship developed above, one
can generate expressions for the chemical potential deriva-
tives in five component solutions. For simplicity, we will
only consider the chemical potential derivatives. The follow-
ing expression is obtained from Eqs. �52� and �32� followed
by a simple index change �5↔2� in the numerator,

�22�D5� = �1 + N33
+ ��1 + N44

+ ��1 + N55
+ �

− �1 + N33
+ �N45

+ N54
+ − �1 + N44

+ �N35
+ N53

+

− �1 + N55
+ �N34

+ N43
+ + 2N34

+ N45
+ N53

+ . �54�

Using Eq. �53� and the set of derivatives for a four compo-
nent solution provided in Eq. �32�, one finds
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�52�D5� = − �1 + N33
+ ��1 + N44

+ �N52
+ + �1 + N33

+ �N42
+ N54

+

+ �1 + N44
+ �N32

+ N53
+ − N32

+ N43
+ N54

+

− N34
+ N42

+ N53
+ + N34

+ N43
+ N52

+ . �55�

Consequently, using a simple index change of 5↔3 and
5↔4, one finds

�32�D5� = − �1 + N44
+ ��1 + N55

+ �N32
+ + �1 + N44

+ �N35
+ N52

+

+ �1 + N55
+ �N42

+ N34
+ − N42

+ N54
+ N35

+

− N45
+ N52

+ N34
+ + N45

+ N54
+ N32

+ �56�

and

�42�D5� = − �1 + N33
+ ��1 + N55

+ �N42
+ + �1 + N33

+ �N45
+ N52

+

+ �1 + N55
+ �N32

+ N43
+ − N32

+ N53
+ N45

+

− N35
+ N52

+ N43
+ + N35

+ N53
+ N42

+ , �57�

respectively. Derivatives with respect to other species can be
obtained by inspection. The above expressions are in agree-
ment with those obtained directly via Eq. �12�. If required,
the corresponding PMVs and compressibility can be ob-
tained from Eqs. �20� and �24�.

III. DISCUSSION

We have provided general relationships which can be
used to develop explicit expressions for chemical potential
derivatives, PMVs, and the isothermal compressibility of any
mixture of n components in terms of KB integrals. Our
choice of the molality concentration scale makes species 1
unique. Consequently, some of the “symmetry” in the ex-
pressions that might be observed for molarity or mole frac-
tion based derivatives is lost using the current notation. We
consider this to be an acceptable sacrifice in many cases. It is
therefore informative to compare and relate the expressions
generated here with those developed by other approaches,
especially when considering symmetric ideal solutions. To
do this we will refer to the expressions of Smith for ternary
solutions which represent the most condensed form for the
chemical potential derivatives.24 They are easily expanded to
provide the expressions of Ruckenstein and Shulgin27 and
Ben-Naim.4 Smith provided the following expressions:

�� ��1

� ln N2
�

T,P,N1,N3

= −
�2A3

�1A2A3 + �2A1A3 + �3A1A2
,

�� ��2

� ln N2
�

T,P,N1,N3

=
�1A3 + �3A1

�1A2A3 + �2A1A3 + �3A1A2
,

�� ��3

� ln N2
�

T,P,N1,N3

= −
�2A1

�1A2A3 + �2A1A3 + �3A1A2
,

�58�

where the A’s are given by

A1 = 1 + �1�G11 + G23 − G12 − G13� ,

A2 = 1 + �2�G22 − G23 − G12 + G13� ,

A3 = 1 + �3�G33 − G23 + G12 − G13� . �59�

Comparison with the expressions provided in Eq. �40� indi-
cates that

A1 = �1N32
+ /�2 = �1N23

+ /�3,

A2 = 1 + N22
+ − N32

+ = 1 + N22
+ − �2A1/�1,

A3 = 1 + N33
+ − N23

+ = 1 + N33
+ − �3A1/�1. �60�

Specific combinations of KB integrals often appear repeat-
edly in other formulations. For instance, one can define for
i� j,

�ij = �i + � j + �i� j�Gii + Gjj − 2Gij� = �iAj + � jAi. �61�

In the current notation it is found that

�i1 = �1�1 + Nii
+� . �62�

We attempted to find a similar factorization and relationships
as found in Eqs. �58� and �59� for four component systems,
but were unsuccessful.

The application of the KB theory to symmetrical ideal
solutions is also of interest. Ben-Naim4 has shown that for a
general n component mixture to display symmetric ideal be-
havior, one must have Gij =Gii+Gjj −2Gij =0 for all ij
pairs. Therefore, in the current notation, one must have
�1Nii

+ =�i for symmetric ideal solutions. In addition, one finds
A1=A2=A3=1 for symmetric ideal ternary solutions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using a new approach we have developed explicit rela-
tionships for KB integrals in four and five component solu-
tion mixtures. In our opinion, the use of molalities as con-
centration variables provides the simplest path to expressions
in multicomponent solutions. We are currently using this
type of approach to study biologically relevant systems con-
taining five or more components.

For a general n component system there are n�n+1� /2
unique Gij integrals. Determining the integrals from experi-
mental data using the KB inversion approach requires one
isothermal compressibility value, n−1 independent PMVs,
and n�n−1� /2 independent �ij values as a function of com-
position. This has been achieved for ternary systems.32 As
one moves beyond ternary systems the experimental data
becomes increasingly more difficult to obtain. Consequently,
we envision that the major use for the expressions provided
here will involve either theoretical estimates of the KB inte-
grals or simulated values of the integrals. In either case, the
exact KB expressions provide a solid foundation for investi-
gating these complicated solution mixtures.
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